Entangled states are ubiquitous amongst fibrous materials, whether naturally occurring (keratin, collagen, DNA) or synthetic (nanotube assemblies, elastane). A key mechanical characteristic of these systems is their ability to reorganise in response to external stimuli, as implicated in e.g. hydration-induced swelling of keratin fibrils in human skin. During swelling, the curvature of individual fibres changes to give a cooperative and reversible structural reorganisation that opens up a pore network. The phenomenon is known to be highly dependent on topology, even if the nature of this dependence is not well understood: certain ordered entanglements ('weavings') can swell to many times their original volume while others are entirely incapable of swelling at all. Given this sensitivity to topology, it is puzzling how the disordered entanglements of many real materials manage to support cooperative dilation mechanisms. Here we use a combination of geometric and lattice-dynamical modelling to study the effect of disorder on swelling behaviour. The model system we devise spans a continuum of disordered topologies and is bounded by ordered states whose swelling behaviour is already known to be either vanishingly small or extreme. We find that while topological disorder often quenches swelling behaviour, certain disordered states possess a surprisingly large swelling capacity. Crucially, we show that the extreme swelling response previously observed only for certain specific weavings can be matched-and even superseded-by that of disordered entanglements. Our results establish a counterintuitive link between topological disorder and mechanical flexibility that has implications not only for polymer science but 1 arXiv:1802.07629v1 [cond-mat.soft]
the curvature of individual fibres changes to give a cooperative and reversible structural reorganisation that opens up a pore network. The phenomenon is known to be highly dependent on topology, even if the nature of this dependence is not well understood: certain ordered entanglements ('weavings') can swell to many times their original volume while others are entirely incapable of swelling at all. Given this sensitivity to topology, it is puzzling how the disordered entanglements of many real materials manage to support cooperative dilation mechanisms. Here we use a combination of geometric and lattice-dynamical modelling to study the effect of disorder on swelling behaviour. The model system we devise spans a continuum of disordered topologies and is bounded by ordered states whose swelling behaviour is already known to be either vanishingly small or extreme. We find that while topological disorder often quenches swelling behaviour, certain disordered states possess a surprisingly large swelling capacity. Crucially, we show that the extreme swelling response previously observed only for certain specific weavings can be matched-and even superseded-by that of disordered entanglements. Our results establish a counterintuitive link between topological disorder and mechanical flexibility that has implications not only for polymer science but The packing of one-dimensional objects in three-dimensional space is a non-trivial geometric problem of relevance to the phase behaviour of synthetic polymers, 1 skyrmion magnets, 14 and hybrid inorganic-organic frameworks. 15 The simplest possible arrangements are the rod packings, 16, 17 where packing symmetry relates the position and orientation of each rod to those of its neighbours [ Fig. 1(a)-(c) ]. Rods have no curvature, but fibres may; curvature allows for denser assemblies and its introduction into the rod packings transforms them into periodic 'weavings' with the same underlying topology yet different packing density. [18] [19] [20] This transformation reflects the mechanism by which physical processes that affect curvature-such as hydration 7 or thermal treatment 1 -can in turn control the volume of fibre assemblies without requiring changes in topology. The ability of a particular weaving to swell as curvature varies is quantified by the ratio τ = V max /V min between the unit cell volumes of the extended ('max') and dense ('min') geometries. The magnitude of τ is a function of weaving topology. 18 For the ubiquitous hexagonal fibre packing, τ = 1; it cannot swell. This is true also for the simple cubic packing Π * (itself related to the crystal structure of elemental W). 16 By contrast, the Σ * packingwhich describes the arrangement of channels in gyroid membrane structures-admits an extreme swelling ratio τ = 5.429 that is comparable to the effect observed experimentally in key biopoly-
. 7 In other words, whereas the process of varying fibre curvature can result in a five-fold volume increase for weavings with the Σ * topology, the same mechanism has no effect on other fibre arrangements, such as those related to the hexagonal or Π * rod packings.
An inevitable corollary of this specificity is that the swelling ability of any fibre assembly must be sensitive to the presence of topological disorder. This argument is entirely consistent with intuition: one expects the cooperative unwinding mechanism responsible for dilation to be locked as disorder introduces knots-perhaps even at extremely low concentrations. 18 Optical microscopy clearly reveals the presence of varying degrees of topological disorder within a variety of synthetic and natural fibre packings for which swelling is considered important [ Fig. 1(e) ]. By convention, such systems (we use the term 'entanglements' hereafter) are generally modelled in terms of two independent components: an ordered weaving whose topology reflects structural motifs present locally within the fibre assembly, and a separate random-coil fraction. 21 Hence there is a fundamental disconnect between our understanding that mechanical response is so strongly topology dependent, Here we study this relationship using a combination of geometric and lattice-dynamical approaches. A key challenge is to devise a methodology that allows topological disorder to be controlled systematically such that disorder might be correlated directly with mechanical response. We identify a common topological parent of both Π * and Σ * weavings which allows us to generate intermediate entanglements of essentially arbitrary (but quantifiable) degrees of topological disorder.
Moreover, because the swelling capabilities of the bounding topologies are so very different-i.e.
vanishingly small in the case of Π * and extreme in the case of Σ * -we can anticipate that τ must vary with degree of topological disorder. We use lattice-dynamical calculations to measure τ as a function of entanglement topology, benchmarking our results against the exact values of the limiting cases Π * and Σ * . 18 We show that the swelling capacity of the Σ * weaving is indeed sensitive to disorder, but that certain disordered topologies allow recovery of extreme swelling behaviour.
Indeed our key result is the discovery of disordered entanglements that are capable of swelling to even greater extents than the Σ * weaving itself (i.e. τ 6). Hence we show definitively that topological order is not prerequisite for the large swelling behaviour observed in some fibrous materials, with disordered entanglements capable of supporting the collective rearrangements required for extreme and counterintuitive mechanical response.
We begin by describing our methodology for generating microscopic models of entangled states. These models will later form the input for lattice-dynamical calculations to determine swelling behaviour. Our model generation approach consists of two steps: first we obtain a topological representation of each entanglement with a quantifiable degree of disorder, and second we embed this topological state as an atomistic configuration, the geometry of which is then optimised using a set of simple pairwise interaction potentials.
In Fig. 2(a) we illustrate a single unit cell (space group symmetry Ia3d) of the parent network from which our various entanglements are derived. The nodes of this network occupy the 48g Having generated an entanglement for a given value of x, the corresponding linker set is decorated by atoms to give a crude atomistic representation of a fibre structure with the same topology (see SI). Finally, the atom positions are relaxed subject to a combination of harmonic bond potentials and electrostatic repulsion between fibres. The harmonic potential acts to maintain fibre connectivity while the electrostatic term maximises fibre separation; both terms-full details of 4 which are given as SI-are implemented so as to respect the topology imprinted during set parti-
tioning. An illustration of the result of this process is given in Fig. 2 (e), with further representative relaxed configurations shown in the SI.
We proceeded to use lattice-dynamical calculations to identify the swelling behaviour for our various entanglements, our eventual goal having been to characterise the function τ (x), 0 ≤ x ≤ 1.
Before presenting our results we describe first the basic approach we have taken together with our benchmarking checks for the (well understood) Π * and Σ * topologies. For a given value of x we generated a range of topologically-distinct entanglements as described above. Then, for each entanglement, we used the General Utility Lattice Program (GULP) 29 to perform a structural relax- 
For the Π * weaving at x = 0 we can access only a small range of L-states with L 4
[ Fig. 3(a) ]. Hence L min L max and τ (0) = 1.04 1, as expected. By contrast, for the Σ * weaving at x = 1 our GULP relaxations give L-states with 4.20 ≤ L ≤ 6.67, and hence our approach estimates τ (1) = 4.0 [ Fig. 3(b) ]. An illustration of the GULP configurations across this range of L-states is given in Fig. 3(e) . The progression from L min to L max clearly identifies the same cooperative swelling mechanism already established in Ref. 18 . For context, we note that the swelling ratio determined using our new approach is about as close to the exact result (τ = 5.429 . . .) as that obtained in the earlier simulations of Ref. 30 (τ = 3.9) . The level of agreement we find here corresponds to a ca 10% uncertainty in the value of L, which we will come to show is sufficient for qualitative comparison of the swelling capabilities of different entanglements. In each of these calculations-as in representative examples of the disordered entanglements described below-we verified reversibility through repeated cycling of d trajectories (see SI). Moreover, perturbations in the numerical parameters employed in our GULP simulations (e.g., harmonic
potential strength, effective fibre charge density) had no meaningful effect on the critical ratio L max /L min , and hence on τ (see SI).
The motivation for developing this approach is that it is sufficiently general to allow estimation of τ (x) for entanglements corresponding to intermediate values 0 < x < 1. A survey of our results for these intermediate disordered states is given in Fig. 4(a) , which reveals a highly nontrivial relationship between topological disorder and capacity for swelling. There appear to be two competing trends at play. On the one hand, there is the anticipated continuum of states between Σ * and Π * for which disorder quickly favours the limit τ → 1. So, for example, low levels of topological disorder within the Σ * topology appear to quench swelling in most cases. On the other hand, there is a broad distribution of a small fraction of entanglements for which surprisingly large values of τ are realised. Taken together, these two effects mean that at intermediate values of x some entanglements show very small swelling effects while others show very large effects; we illustrate this point in Fig. 3(c),(d) by plotting the allowed L-states for two entanglements at x = 0.5
with contrasting swelling abilities. Importantly, our results identify the existence of disordered entanglements with swelling ratios even larger than that of the ordered Σ * topology. In Fig. 3(f) we show the swelling mechanism for one such entanglement. The mechanism is clearly strongly cooperative, even if its nature is very different to that for the Σ * weaving (by way of example). The inverse progression-from open to dense packings-bears a conceptual similarity to the 'tension' mechanism for negative thermal expansion (NTE), 31, 32 whereby a material contracts on heating. In this picture, the low-energy vibrational modes of a NTE material involve flexing of initially-linear bonding arrangements such that the system folds in on itself as the magnitude of vibration increases at high temperatures. Consequently, whether or not a material exhibits NTE largely relies on the existence of a collective mechanism of bond flexing that allows this concerted densification; this is the case, for example, in ZrW 2 O 8 and Zn(CN) 2 . 31, 33 As for swelling, the existence of such a mechanism is known to be a non-trivial function of network topology. 34 It is for precisely this reason that the question as to how amorphous materials (e.g. silica 35 and some liquids 36 ) show NTE has remained one of the most important and challenging problems in the field. Our geometric model for swelling behaviour is extremely similar in that it effectively links fibre curvature with changes in cell volume. Drawing analogies to NTE, the dense packing gives representative microscopy images for a variety of naturally-occurring and synthetic disordered fibre entanglements: (clockwise from top-left) keratin, 7 collagen, 39 elastane, 40 and carbon nanotubes. 41 
